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Longwood House, built in 18] 5, by Nathaniel E, Venable,
was purchased by the College in 1 928. Mrs. Jarman. who
supervised the restoration of the house, envisioned it as a
1 968, an extensive
renovation and modernization project began. By Christmas

favorite recreational spot for students. In

1

969, Dr. and Mrs.

Longwood House,

Willett

the

and

their

boys had moved

new home for the

into

College President.

From

the President

Dear Alumni:
As your College's 140th year comes to a close, believe there are many encouraging indicators which point to the health and viability of the institution. The
College opened for the fall semester completely filled, with a total undergraduate
enrollment of 2,375. The number of applicants for admission to Longwood has increased by 32 percent since 1976. This year, there were 2,200 applicants competing for the 700 spaces in the freshman class. During this same three-year
period, the attrition figures (total number of students who withdraw from
Longwood for any reason) have dropped substantially, from 445 in 1 976-77 to 375
1

in

1978-79.

The

academic majors by students has shifted within the instituan increased awareness of job potential in various career fields.

selection of

tion, reflecting

The most dramatic

indication of this shift is in the area of business administration.
For example, in 1977-78 there were 240 business administration majors. In
1978-79, that number had increased to 367. Academic counseling with students
indicates that interest in the business administration program is still growing, and
the number of majors is expected to increase again this year. Other academic programs have also experienced considerable growth, particularly music and

therapeutic recreation.

Two new academic majors have
State Council of Higher Education.

recently been approved for

A major

in

Longwood by

the

health education will be instituted

in philosophy in the fall of 1981. Several other new
the planning stage.
Construction of the new health and physical education complex is progressing
on schedule, and we look forward to having the building ready for use by the summer of 1980.
Let me extend a personal invitation to you to return to your campus to visit
with old friends and, perhaps, make some new ones. Oktoberfest is scheduled for
October 26 and 27, and
hope your plans are already made to join us that
weekend. The Christmas Renaissance Dinner will be held on three evenings,
in

the

fall

of 1980,

programs are now

and a major
in

I

December 7, 8, and 9, and am sure you would find this unique Yuletide celebramost enjoyable. For more information or reservations, please call the Public
1

tion

Affairs Office (804/392-9371).

As we enter our 141st year, we can look forward to the future with confidence.
The combination of inflation and energy problems will make 1980 a challenging
year; however, with the energetic academic pursuits of our students and faculty
and the continued strong support of our alumni, Longwood will move into the new
year in a position of confidence and capability unmatched in the College's long
and proud

history.

Sincerely,

Henry

1.

Willett, Jr.

President

Longwood's Department of
Business and Economics
by Col. John Can
Department Chairman

Assets = Liabilities + Capital; Supply and
Demand Curves; Entrepreneurship; Secretarial
Procedures: Management Principles; Breakeven Points these are but a few of the areas or
terms that are familiar to the students and alumni of the Department of Business and Econom-

capstone to classroom instruction the
business education major has a student teaching practicum. The business administration
senior may apply for a practicum program also.
If selected by the department faculty, the student is placed with a cooperating corporation as

ics.

a junior executive trainee for one semester.
They not only receive invaluable work experience and a salary but also receive sixteen semes-

—

The department has always offered an
standing curriculum

in

out-

Business Education and

Office Administration. These programs con-

demand for our
graduates exceeds supply. In 1976, the department faculty developed an additional program
which allows a student to earn a Bachelor of
Science in Business Administration. The first
nine students were awarded the B.S.B.A. degree
tinue to be offered and the

at

commencement

in

May 1977

(56

in

May

1979).

Since beginning the business administration
degree program, the number of majors in the
department has seen phenomenal growth 461
in the school year 1978-79. This proved to be
the largest number of majors in any department
at the college. Further, it appears the growth will
continue as approximately one-fourth of the incoming freshmen for 1979-80 have declared as
business majors.
The business administration program was designed and is continuously being refined so as to
provide maximum flexibility to the student in
their selection of a specialty. All majors are required to complete twenty-six semester hours of
basic business courses. The students must then
complete eighteen hours of higher level business courses in one or more areas of concentra-

—

—

The areas

management, accounting, finance and marketing. The program

tion.

also provides a

available are

maximum

of thirty-four semes-

hours of general electives allowing the student an opportunity for a double concentration
or to pursue a minor in another.department.

As

a

hours toward graduation.
Our department is extremely fortunate and
appreciative of the cooperation received from a
number of businesses who are participating in
our senior practicum program. Alumni have
been of great assistance in bringing some of
these businesses into the program. They
opened the door to the Chief Executive Officer's
(their husbands) office allowing us to present
our program. These CEO's honored their wives
by agreeing to participate and render great assistance to our faculty in helping reinforce the
positive features of our capitalist and free enterprise system discussed in the classroom.
The following companies have and are participating in the senior practicum program:
ter credit

A. Lee Rawlings, CPA's

Abbott Laboratories

Armstrong Furniture
Bargen and Company, CPA's

CMT Sporting Goods
Bank
Bank of Farmville
Franklin Federal Savings and Loan
Fidelity National
First Mational

Lynchburg Foundry,
Taylor and Sledd,

Wheat,

Inc.

Inc.

First Securities, Inc.

ter

tions such as Secretary of the Faculty; Treasurer
of the Faculty; Chairman, President's Faculty

A number of these businesses have offered
the practicum students a permanent position
upon graduation. Several have accepted and are
now valued employees of those firms.
The department has

a dedicated

and

distin-

guished faculty to provide the high calibre instruction and guidance demanded by our students. The faculty not only have the theoretical
expertise in their specialty, but also practical

world experience from their everyday inin various business pursuits. The
twelve full-time and four adjunct faculty have
graduate degrees from such institutions as
Duke, Maryland, Missouri, Penn, Pitt, Syracuse,
Tennessee, VCG, and VPl and SU.
In addition to their classroom responsibilities
(always first priority), student advising function,
and private business pursuits, individual faculty
have assumed college-wide leadership posireal

volvement

Advisory Committee; and Chairman, Faculty
Promotion Committee. Further, they are active
in their churches and civic organizations such as
the Farmville

Chamber

of

Commerce,

Club and Rotary. This involvement
variety of activities

Lion's

such a
complements their primary
in

function of instruction.
We are very proud of our students from an
academic and extra-curricula activity viewpoint.

There were four of the Longwood Scholars in the
department in 1978-79. They provided a pleasant academic challenge to the other students
and to the faculty. A number of our students
have won state-wide and national competitions.

Lambda

competition, we
have had first place winners in Executive Typing, Miss Future Business Executive, and Business Administration. The national competition
in San Francisco last year provided the opportunity for Lorraine Barree '78 to place 6th in
Business Administration and Meg Baskervill '78
to place 13th in Miss Future Business Executive.
Another national recognition went to an accounting student, Kris Harbour '79. She was one
of twenty-two students selected by the National
Society of Public Accountants to receive their
$500 scholarship for academic achievement.
The students have found time, with the encouragement of the department, to be active
members of the college men's and women's
golf, tennis and basketball teams. They have
held offices in Student Government and their
In

the state Phi Beta

social

fraternities

and

sororities

and

been

elected to Geist as recognition of their active
participation in campus activities. Further,

when you

an administrative office on campus, there will probably be a business major
working as a part-time student assistant.
If you ever have need of our department's service our phone number is (804) 392-9257. The
pleasant voice responding to your call will be
either our new full-time secretary, Mrs. Elfrieda
Kerns or one of three part-time student secrevisit

taries.

none of the growing pains could have
been endured without the support and cooperation of a lot of people. The faculty extends its apFinally,

BUSINESS DEPARTMENT— front row

—
t.

to r.—Carr, Dickens,

Leeper, Hamtett. Second row I. to r.
Measell, D. McCort, Caleb. Third row
Cristo, Fields, Irby.

Photo

preciation to the faculty of other departments,
tor.—E. McCort. V.
W. Leeper, Gitchirist,

I.

credit: J. G. Silliman.

the alumni, and the administration for their
assistance in making our business programs so
successful.

Mirrors, Masks, Self and Society:
On

Being Sociologically Human,
by

J. D.

Cardwell, Ph.D.

Chairman, Department of Sociology and Anthropology

Longwood

College, Farmuille, Virginia

"What is required (in higher education) is the closest
analysis of what the students want measured against what
would be desirable in terms of their own development.
Students, like the rest of us, are adroit in arranging matters
so that they need not change sometimes so that they can
be entertained or excited by their own or others'

—

dramaturgy instead of discovering whether they have any
intellectual interests and how these might be pursued."*
A quick check of the books to be found on recent best
seller lists would turn up some interesting titles: Passages,
Predictable Crises of Adult Life; Your Erroneous Zones,
one of many books on self help; Winning Through Intimidation, and Looking Out For Number 1 A brief tour of
best sellers would indicate that many of the top titles on recent paperback trade lists reflect an interest in the physical
self, psychology of the self, and interpersonal relations.
And today, programs and methods of self analysis and self
improvement flourish: Weight Watchers, Smoke Enders,
Silva Mind Control, Transcendental Meditation, and The
Marriage Encounter Movement, to mention only a few. In
the late 1970's there is a growing desire to learn more about
oneself. People want to learn how to be more effective,
healthier, happier, richer, powerful, and more attractive
and secure. Practical programs and books designed to aid
.

becoming these things
and meaningful, while
knowledge is not sought.
in

are considered to be "relevant"
theoretical and conceptual

Obviously, people are very interested in their "self." But
they are apparently interested in practical molding and
shaping of their "self;" not, so it would seem, in a
theoretical understanding of the processes of acquiring,
developing, and constituting the self. It is one thing to accept the notion that we have a self and to proceed to shape it
to changing ideas of what is desirable and acceptable to
one's peers. As elsewhere, sociology at Longwood is interested in educating students in the scientific understanding of the cognitive processes of the acquisition of the self,
at least as a beginning point. Intelligent self alteration requires an understanding of how we come to have a self in
the first place. A sociological understanding of the processes involved in the acquisition, maintenance, and
change of the self is the aim of the sociology department at

derment about the process of coming to know who we are.
If we were to stop and think about this question, however,
we would become aware that we did, through some process, come to know ourselves. As Alexander Pope suggested, "And all our knowledge is, ourselves to know."
Analytically, sociologists distinguish between self concept and self esteem. Basically, self concept refers to the
ideas, notions, definitions, descriptions, concepts, and so
forth,

we use

to characterize ourselves to ourselves. Self

Esteem, on the other hand, refers to our evaluations of our
self characterizations. While the idea that people have self
concepts is not an issue of great debate among sociologists
and psychologists, the process through which the self concept develops is a subject of lively discussion. Social and
behavioral scientists differ with regard to how people come
to develop a notion of self and with respect to the factors
they consider important in the developmental process. In
this discussion my emphasis will be on the sociological interpretation of the self and its development known as symbolic interactionism.

I

symbolic interactionism
the sociology faculty at

feel relatively safe in stating that
is

a perspective shared by

most of

Longwood.

Origins and Development of Self

Where does one's self concept come from? When can
one be said to have a notionof self? When does one become
aware that he or she "is someone?" One source of possible
answers to these questions is eliminated by the nature of
the perspective we use; from the symbolic interactionist
point of view human beings are not born with a concept of
self, a position with which most social psychologists would
agree. What then, is one born with that is of importance in

Longwood.

Popular and Sociological Interests

Who are you? Who

is

in

the Self

your son or daughter?

How do they

know who they are, who you are? Most people probably feel
as though they know who they are and have some generalcontentment or displeasure associated with
about themselves; and, although most people
believe they know who they are, they probably don't worry
ized feelings of

their feelings

too much over how they came to know themselves.
not to say that we don't often muse over who we
would be "if only things had been different" at some point
in our lives. Most of us do. But we seldom think with won-

and

fret

This

is

SOCIOLOGY DEPARTMENT— seated— Dr. Mary Crista,

Dc.

Townsend. Standing— Dr. J. D. Cardwell, Chairman,
hot pictured: Mr. Lawrence G. Hlad, Dr. James W. Jordan
Photo credit: J. G. Silliman.
H. K.

—

concept development? The answers are neither simple

self

or definitively known.

Identity Giving

We would be very surprised, would we not, if the parents
of a new baby couldn't tell us "who their baby is;" that is, if
the parents had not given their baby an identity by naming
him and, additionally, by imparting some attributes such as
sweet, pleasant, well tempered, smart, strong, and so forth
When we ask "who is this baby," parents can
usually provide us with an answer. This process of identity
giving begins almost immediately after birth (sometimes
even before conception) and is an important side of the process of acquisition of a self concept. As Glenn Vernon has
suggested, "I also typically try to protect my good name,
and may engage In all sorts of maneuvering to do so. try to
maintain name worth or name dignity. may be very selective about whom will associate with, what will do, what
will say, etc. in an effort to maximize the "goodness"
associated with my name. may try to make sure that when
die leave an untarnished name behind me, knowing that in
to their baby.

I

I

I

I

I

1

I

I

my name and its meaning "lives" after
me. My name is in fact my most valuable possession."**
Suppose after we asked our parents who their baby "is"
we asked this question: "who does your baby think he/she
is?" What would be their reaction to such a question?
Would they be astonished, think the question absurd, think
us crazy? More than likely they would do all of these things,
primarily because such a question rarely occurs to parents
of newly born infants. Of course, the answer to the question
is that the baby has no idea of who he is (in fact, we would be
safe in saying that the baby has no idea of anything), and illustrates two basic points: (1) being biologically human at
a literal sense that

category of "not me." Although the social self has not
developed at this time, it has become a distinct possibility
because the child has taken the first uncertain step toward
taking himself as an object and applying labels to himself.
This step is one prerequisite to self concept development.
A second step in the development of a self concept is the
acquisition of language. Language learning requires that
the child make a cognitive connection between a symbol
and the conventional (shared) meaning associated with the
symbol. Once the child associates the symbol and its conventional meaning we can say she has learned an element
of language. By learning the shared meaning of a symbol
the child comes to share that meaning with others. When
we talk about language, therefore, we are talking about
learning shared meaning. From shared meaning eventually comes shared behavior, and this is another important
factor in self concept development. There is no need to
demonstrate that the child does develop the ability to share
symbolic meaning because the accuracy of such a statement is self evident; we are all living proof of the point. It is
enough, therefore, to indicate that such a learning process
does take place, and to say that the development of the self
concept must await ability to share symbolic meanings.
From the point of view of sociology (symbolic interactionism) the self can be defined as the set of all description,
ideas, and concepts held by an individual for himself. This
definition is purposefully broad; it does not. for example,
indicate the components or contents of the self. Instead, it
emphasizes that the self is conceived to be meaning
meaning that is built up by the individual through the process of self indication, that is, by indicating (defining,
describing, conceptualizing) his identity to himself. Self is
not an empirical thing; it is not something that is somehow
"wired-into the individual's biological system. Mor is the
self something that people carry around with them like a
piece of luggage. Rather the self is meaning
the self
emerges, evolves, changes and expands through the process of the individual taking himself as an object and giving
meaning to the object by applying labels (definitions, descriptions, concepts) to himself. Self is an active, reflective,
evaluating attribute the individual holds out for herself.
One point we should emphasize is the developmental
character of the self. What this means is that we are unable
to point to some specific segment of time and state that it is
the point at which the self is fully developed. This is
because, as we have said, the self is defined as meaning
evolving in process the self is always in the process of expanding and contracting through the process of addition
and subtraction of meaning concerning the self. The self is
an emergent, developmental phenomenon.
We have indicated that the self emerges and evolves
through process and meaning. We do not have the space to
discuss the process in any detail, but this is most certainly
done in our sociology classes here at Longwood. We
believe that an understanding of the origin and development of the self is crucial to addressing the question of how
men are held together and, at the same time, set apart. In
sociology we devote much of our energy to answering this
question and we welcome intellectually curious students
desiring to join us in our search for answers.
"

birth

is

a necessary but not sufficient condition for having a

concept, and (2) people are not born with even a rudimentary idea of self. The individual's concept of self originates in and develops through interaction.

self

Prerequisites to the Development of the Self
There are conditions which must be satisfied in order for
what sociologists call a self, and there
are attributes which the person must possess in order to
form a self concept. For one to develop a self concept he
must first have the ability to form a self concept. For one to
develop a self concept he must first have the ability to (1)
step outside of himself, (2) take himself as an object, (3) apply labels to himself as an object, and (4) evaluate the labels
he has applied. In other words, one must be able to take
herself as an object, apply labels to that object (herself), and
have some sense of contentment, indifference, or displeasure associated with her self labels. Two important developments precede the ability to take oneself as an object
with an identity, and the developments must be satisfied if
the self is to emerge and evolve.
Although there remains a great deal that is still unknown
to sociologists about the acquisition of a self concept, it is a
fundamental proposition of a self concept, it is a fundamental proposition that the process of acquisition begins about
four months after biological birth and often is demonstrated through the infant's purposeful imitation of the
behavior of others such as smiling, laughing, and so forth.
a person to develop

Purposeful imitation signals that the infant has distinguished between himself, his environment, and others in
the environment. The infant's purposeful imitation of the
behavior of others indicates that he now possesses the

—

—

'Christopher Jencks and David Reisman, The Academic RevoNew York: Doubleday & Company. 1969. p. x.

lution.
*

'Glenn M. Vernon, Symbolic Aspects of Interaction. WashingAmerica, 1968, p. 212.

ton, D.C.: University Press of

Longwood's Anthropologist
Studies Tourist Resort
Dr.

James William Jordan,

Assistant Profes-

sor of Anthropology and Coordinator of Anthro-

pological Studies at

Longwood

College, has

re-

began in
1974. He selected a small community on the
eastern shore of Lake Champlain in northern
New England as the site for fifteen months of
field work focused on the interaction between
cently completed a research project he

the year-round residents of the
natives)

and

community

(the

season guests (the

their tourist

summer people). The cognitive map of the community held by the natives differed in important
ways from the cognitive map of the same location held by the

haved

summer people. The natives be-

accordance with a calendar geared to
the presence and absence of the summer people; the most highly valued periods of time occurred during the winter season when only natives were residents of the community. Several
specific events which take place during the time
when summer people are not on the scene are
invested with symbolic meaning by the natives
so that these events function as foundary-mainin

taining devices against the

summer

people.

These events are Town Meeting day, maple
sugar season, and mud season.
The process of hosting summer people has a
history of approximately forty years in the community. As the natives proceed with the business of marketing the pastoral image of their

community

summer

people, the natives
face a dilemma. If they are successful in their
marketing endeavors, they will prosper financially but, at the same time, they hasten the corto the

—

ruption of their public ideology the image
they hold of their community. Their public
ideology includes:
(1) a belief that their community is a place of
simplicity

and

purity;

(2) a feeling that the natives of the
ity

commun-

are a small, select group with a special

heritage and identity; and
(3)

a view of

life in

the

community

as a con-

tinual struggle pitting the natives against

the

summer people

land and the

for control over the

way of life of the community.

The demands

of the

summer people are seen by

the natives as exceeding the capability of their
community to provide. The natives are attempting to salvage

what they can by exploiting the

summer people through

a "phony-folk culture"
while attempting, also, to preserve selected
aspects of their traditional culture for them-

The natives' traditional way of life becomes more and more difficult to maintain as it
is distorted and consumed by the summer peoselves.

ple.

Jordan has written a book length manuscript based on his research titled "Vacation
Village, Vermont: An Anthropological Study of
a Tourist Resort" which is being considered for
publication by the University Press of Mew England. Dr. Jordan has also carried out fieldwork
in Africa on the behavior of traders, in the
southern Appalachian Mountains on the setting
of forest fires by mountaineers, and in rural
Georgia and West Africa on the symbolic meanings of animals in human cultures. Dr. Jordan is
a Fellowof the American Anthropological AssoDr.

ciation, a

member

of a

sional associations

number

of other profes-

and has published

based on his anthropological research
professional journals.

in

articles

several

Intercollegiate Athletics
Students, Coaches Honored
at Athletic

Longwood's first annual athletic banquet was iieid on
24 in the Commonwealth Room, with athletes,

April

members

of the Intercollegiate Athletic Council,
in celebration of a very
successful year of intercollegiate competition.

coaches,

and special guests joining together

The highlight of the evening was the presentation of the
Athlete of the Year and Coach of the Year awards. Two
student-athletes and two coaches were honored as follows
for their outstanding achievements during 1978-79; Kathy
Idelson, Female Athlete of the Year; Shack Leonard, Male
Athlete of the Year; Dr. Barbara Smith, Female Coach of
the Year; Dr. Ron Bash, Male Coach of the Year.

Banquet

Smith, whose team achieved a 10-3 record in their fall
matches and a perfect 8-0 record this spring, won her 1 00th
victory at

Longwood

this year.

Moreover, her team was very successful in tournament
play, finishing second in the VAIAW State Tournament and
first in the Mary Baldwin and Sweet Briar invitationals.
Smith is a native of Greer, South Carolina. She earned
her B.S. degree from Limestone College, her Master's from
CINC-Chapel Hill, and her doctorate from CINC-Greensboro.

Male Coach of the Year
Lancer basketball coach Dr. Ron Bash, who brought the
winning record (19-8) in men's athletics to Longwood
this year, is the 1978-79 Male Coach of the Year.
In addition to a first-place finish in the Virginia Kiwanis
Invitational, Bash's team enjoyed a number of honors during the season, including a second-place finish in the
Hampden-Sydney/ Longwood Tip-Off Tournament and two
first

Female Athlete

of the Year

Kathy Idelson, a freshman from Annapolis, Maryland,
received the 1978-79 Female Athlete of the Year award for
her outstanding achievements in gymnastics.
Ranked eighth in the nation among small-college gymnasts, Idelson led her teammates to a fourth-place finish in
the VAIAW State Gymnastics Tournament.
She then went on to compete in the AlAW, Southern
Region II Tournament, where she placed eighth in floor exercise and sixteenth in the all-around competition.
Following the regional tournament, Idelson was one of
twelve individuals in the nation, in addition to the teams
that qualified via regionals, invited to compete in the AlAW
National Small-College Tournament. At nationals, she finished seventh in floor exercise out of over one hundred
competitors and was

She

is

the

first

Tournament.
ranked among the
top schools in the MCAA, Division 111 statistics in team field
goal percentage, and the final report of the season saw
victories in the Liberty Baptist

Throughout

their season, the Lancers

Longwood holding down the number three spot with a
shooting percentage of .577.
A native of Trenton, New Jersey, Dr. Bash is a graduate of
Temple University and received his Master's and doctorate
from Boston University.

named an Ail-American Gymnast.
become an Ail-American while a

athlete to

student at Longwood.

Male Athlete of the Year

Shack Leonard,
Longwood Lancer

starting

basketball

guard on the 1978-79
team, was named Male

Athlete of the Year.
Leonard, a junior from Riviera Beach, Florida, led his
team in scoring and assists this season, averaging 16.1
points per game and totaling 1 19 assists.
His fine performance in the Virginia Kiwanis Invitational
Tournament, where the Lancers won the first championship in the history of the men's intercollegiate program at
Longwood, earned him a place on the All-Tournament

Team.

(left

Female Coach of the Year
Dr. Barbara Smith, coach of the women's golf team
Longwood, was named Female Coach of the Year.

to right)

Idelson,
at

and

first athletic

Shack Leonard, Dr. Barbara Smith, Kathy
Ron Bash were recognized at Longwood's

Dr.

banquet for their outstanding achievements
1978-79.

athletics during

in

—
such a way that long-term health problems are less likely to develop
in other
words, preventive medicine.
in

—

Sickness: Avoiding
"Self-Maipractice"
Medical self-care doesn't propose that
perform open-heart surgery on
each other, and it is not a movement to do
away with doctors. What it does propose is
that patients know the difference between
a harmless knock on the head and a
concussion and that they be competent
to handle the harmless knocks without a
lay people

—

doctor's assistance.
In fact, about 75 percent of all health
and medical care is already self-provided,
notes Lowell Levin, associate professor of
public health at Yale Medical School. The
self-care movement aims at educating consumers of medical care so that their selfprovided care is sensible. "There's a whole
lot of what you might call 'self-malpractice'
right now," says Dr. Tom Ferguson, editor
of Medical Self-Care magazine.

The movement has become increasingly
in recent years. Along with it have
come more than 600 self-care books, one
popular

magazine, and several home medical kits
"black bags" now on the market.
One outgrowth of this trend is the self-

or

The George Washington of

care class.
care.

self-

Dr. Keith Sehnert, taught the

first

George1970. Today SehHealth-Activated

self-care classes to patients at a

town University
nert's

Course

Person

the

Sehnert's 16-session class includes

les-

that.

1

my will in the doctor's office until he told
me the bump on my head was merely a
common cyst. thought this time it might

health care

1

am

not a hypochondriac (exactly). But
do get a little anxious, which leads me to

buy medical reassurances at $12 per visit.
Apparently I'm in good company. By some
medical estimates, more than two-thirds of
all

office visits to doctors are

—

"unneces-

meaning the problems could be
handled by the patients themselves, if only
sary"

Being attuned to the body's signals that

to decide

serious? Wouldn't

take aspirin.
I

•

something is wrong or right.
• Learning basic hatha yoga, to relieve
tension, increase flexibility and encourage

What

—

cated shoulder? No, just a muscle sprain;

really be tonsilitis, but no, it was simple
garden-variety sore throat agam. Dislo-

records.

good breathing.

—

be
better to find out right away than to let a
serious disease go unattended? Fortunately
for me and other representati\'es of the
"worried well" population, a new trend in

1

medicine cabinet appropriately.
• Selecting doctors and learning how to
communicate clearly with them.
• Obtaining and keeping family medical

knew that.
The problem is, the patients as in my
don't really know. We aren't sure.
case

the patients

if it

really

Medical

may

is

it

more

self-care

responsibility

health care. There are

for

two

their

own

sides to this.

One has to do with sickness — knowing
when an ailment is minor and when it isn't,
and knowing how to treat the minor ones
on your own. The other is wellness — living

8

• Using clinical algorithms (flow charts

making decisions step by
when a doctor is needed to

that help in

injuries or

common

The "activated

step)
treat

illnesses.

patient," as Sehnert calls

the self-care practitioner,

is

not invading a

sacred realm reserved for doctors. In fact,
says Sehnert. doctors should help educate

relieve these fears.

encourages patients to
educate themselves about health and to
take

home

prescription drugs, and stocking the

BY DON AKCHIN
of

and otoscope.
and non-

• Understanding prescription

people diagnose their own ills—
and prevent them.
Xl

for other self-care courses.

high-intensity penlight

A new self-care movement helps

tumor, I was pretty sure
was mentally drafting

is

sons in:
• Using medical tools such as the stethoscope, blood-pressure cuff, thermometer,

Heal Thyself
a brain

the

offered in 40 states and

is

model

Tj. was

clinic in

for

patients to take care of themselves.

"Edu-

cation has always been a part of the doc-

Sehnert. "But during the
30 to 40 years, when we've had a hightechnology-based golden age of medicine,
we'\e primarily emphasized diagnosis and

tor's tools," says
last

treatment."

The "golden age"

started a generation

Do you

drive a motorcycle,

moped

or snow-

mobile''

TESTING:
Your

No

Life Style Profile

Yes

If yes to the above, do you always wear a
regulation safety helmef

Indicate by circling or checking the colored signs that apply to you.

The
than

plus (•) and minus (-) signs next to
(•) and less than (-).

some numbers

indicate

No

Yes

more

Do you ever

Do you consume

Exercise
Amount

of physical effort

workday'^

expended during the

alcoholic beverages together
with certain drugs (tranquilizers, barbiturates,
antihistamines or illegal drugs)''

drive under the Influence of

alcohol''

Never

Occasionally

fvlostly:

No

Yes

Heavy physical;

Do you ever drive when your ability
affected by drugs''

Walking;

Housework

Desk work

Do you use

painkillers improperly or exces-

Never

may be

Occasionally

sively''

Participation m physical activities (skiing, golf,
swinnming, etc (lawn mowing, gardening, etc )''

No

Yes

/

)

Are you aware

Seldom

Weekly

Daily

%-y

water-safety rules''

No

•

Participation in a vigorous exercise program''

3 times
per week

Weekly

Seldom

Tobacco
smoked per

Cigarettes

None
Average miles walked or jogged per
1

of

Yes

None

10+

-10

)

No

Yes

per day''

General

None
climbed per day''

10*

•

smoked

Cigars

)/
Flights of stairs

score

-10

•

day''

+

If you participate in water sports or boating, do
you wear a life jacket^ (If not applicable, do not

day''

y

•

-5

5*

T

•

Average time per day spent watching TV
to

Pipe-tobacco pouches per week?

None

-2

(in

hours)''
1

1

•

2*

Are you familiar with

Nutrition

to 4

4*

T

•
procedures''

first-aid

No

Yes

Are you overweight''

No

20* lbs

5 to 19 lbs

Personal Health
Do you experience

Do you

eat a wide variety of

foods— something

Seldom

from each

of the following five food groups (1)
fish, poultry dried legumes eggs or nuts,
milk or milk products, (3) bread or cereals,
fruits; (5) vegetables''

•

meat
(2)
(4)

No

Occasionally

Frequently

T

•

--^

Does anxiety

Do you ever smoke

periods of depression''

interfere with your daily activities'^

in

bed''

Occasionally

Yes

Do you always make use of clothing and
equipment provided for your safety at work''
not applicable, do not score

(If

)

No

3 times
per day

Weekly

Daily

•

Do you
•

Alcohol
Average number

Occasionally

of bottles (12

oz

)

get

enough

16 +

Average number of drinks

(1'6

oz

)

of hard

Total
of the

causes and dangers

of VD''

Breast self-examination''
not score

(If

not applicable,

do

number
•

Your

total

of

•

score

How

to calculate your score
Excellent 34-45
Congratulations' Excellent indicates that you
have a commendable life style based on sensible
habits and a lively awareness of personal health

Infrequently

16*

8 to 15

total

point for each
3 points for each
5 points for each
1

)

Monthly
7

Scoring Section

Count

No

Yes

liquor per week''

Oto

No

No

of beer per

8 to 15

Occasionally

satisfying sleep''

Yes

Are you aware
7

Yes

•

•

week''

Oto

Frequently

•

"

Average number

of glasses (5 oz

)

of

wine or

Good

cider per week''
to 7

8 to 15

16*

fvlileage per year as

automobile driver or

passenger''
Total number of drinks per week, including
beer, liquor and wine''

Oto

7

8 to 15

16*

No

"wy

•

Do you wear

illegally?

Yes

tiased on unwise personal choices which will
have to change if you are to avoid potential
health problems

often exceed the speed limif

No

Do you take drugs

You are taking unnecessary risks with your
health Several of your life style habits are

10,000*

BylOmph*

•

Drugs

Always

the elite

Risky 56-65

-10,000

Do you

46-55

You have a sound grasp of basic health principles Only one to 10 points separate you from

Road and Water Safety

By20mph*

•
a seat

belf

Occasionally

Never

Hazardous 66 and over
A Hazardous rating indicates a high-risk life
style Either you have little personal awareness
of good health habits or you are choosing to
ignore them This is a danger zone— but even
hazardous life styles can be modified and
potential health problems overcome
'

Life Slyle Profile

Courtesy

of Healtfi

and Welfare Canada

—
when

ago,

antibiotics were acclaimed as

miracle drugs and the most dreaded infec-

— polio, typhoid fever, diph-

tious diseases

—

one by one before the sword of
science. It seemed that modern medicine
could do anything, if given enough time
and research money, and cures for cancer
and the common cold were coming nearer
theria

fell

every day.

Though doctors knew

the limits

of their science, they didn't actively dis-

courage the myth of the physician as

all-

knowing and all-powerful.
The limits of medicine are more apparent today. Science has succeeded in con-

the

first place.

ened average
controlling

Modern medicme
life

the

has lengthexpectancy, largely by
diseases

infectious

that

once killed many children. But the life
expectancy of adults has only increased
from 71 to 72 years since 1900 because of
"life style" diseases. In other words, science
cannot control bad habits. Individuals car
The payoff is pretty clear. A five-year
study of 7,000 adults, conducted several
years ago by Dr. Lester Breslow and Nedra
Belloc of the University of California,

B.

showed

that

good personal habits increase

diseases, with the result that almost 80 per-

cent of our illnesses today are chronic

wrote, "those

caused not by germs, but by habits that
take their toll over time.

able health habits had, on the average, bet-

most of the acute communicable

"The assumption up to now was that
disease was an outside force that struck

Tom Ferguson, editor of
Medical Self-Care magazine. "You went to
the doctor and the doctor used one of the
magic bullets of modern medicine to attack
the disease." Ferguson points out that
alcoholism, diabetes, cancer and heart

you," says Dr.

—
— do

disease

ments

common

increasingly

all

ail-

not respond to one-shot mira-

cle cures.

life

1

many

people, because

it strikes down the notion of the patient as
the passive victim of an invading disease,

with the doctor as the rescuing cavalry.
Virtually all our chronic illnesses today can
be traced directly to excesses in life style

smoking, drinking, overeating and undere.\ercising. Patients are

responsible

for

their

— at least in partchronic

ter physical health

The seven habits
smoking

responsibilty for themselves."

Wellness:

Minimizing Risk
of medical self-

care does carry with

a

The consumer's

learning to use a stethoscope; self-care also
implies that the activated patient will take

measures to minimize the

risk of disease.
traditional passive patient eats, drinks

and makes merry until his body begins to
pay the price; then he seeks a doctor to
repair the damage. The activated patient
consciously adjusts his personal life style to
minimize later chronic problems because
he realizes that medical science can'l cure

—

the results of his excesses. There

is

no cure

for lung cancer, for example, but being a

nonsmoker may prevent

its

meals without snacks

• Keeping weight within a few

pounds of

ideal weight

occurrence

is

But a few
neither

life

and good

not precisely known.
facts,

most of them

new nor

startling,

provide some additional guidelines for a
healthy life style.
Balanced meals made up of a variety of
foods are good policy. The typical Ameri-

can diet is unbalanced, a feast of meats,
sugars and starches and a famine of fresh
fruits and vegetables. Consequently, many
people in this country are both undernourished and overweight. The specifics
about essential vitamins and minerals (and
doubt, but

fiber) are in

cancers

of

the

known

that

prostate,

breast,

and ovaries are

uterus

is

it

colon,

closely linked to

heavy in animal fat, refined
carbohydrates, cholesterol, sugar and
diets that are

Obesity has been established as a lifeand a harbinger of disease.
Insurance company actuaries figure that
once you are 10 pounds above your ideal

pound

weight, each additional

month of your

costs

you a

One-third of all Americans are overweight.
life.

Smoking has been

and con-

and actively.
Another study came to similar conclusions and also linked long, healthy life with

victed of being a prime cause of lung cancer

certain personality traits: moderation, se-

heart disease.

• Exercising regularly

renity,

optimism, and interest

in

others and

and a factor

in

disease,

become

ac-

quainted with medical

self-

to

care

is to start reading up
on the subject. Here are

some good

sources:

Take Care of Yourself: A Consumer's
Guide to Medical Care, by Donald M.
Vickery, M.D., and James F. Fries, M.D.
(Addison-Wesley, 1976, $5.95).
• How to Be Your Own Doctor (Sometimes), by Keith W. Sehnert, M.D., and
Howard Eisenberg (Grosset & Dunlap,
1975, $5.95).
a

good introduc-

tion to self-care, with solid general ad\ ice

and easy-to-follow charts that help you
identify and respond to common illnesses.
• The Medicine Show, by the editors of
Consumer Reports (Consumers Union,
1976, $3.50). This book discusses what
over-the-counter drugs and beauty aids
can and cannot do, and gives other advice
for medical consumers.

•Medical Self-Care

magazine.

Box

Inverness, Calif. 94937. Subscriptions $7 per year (four issues), back issues
717,

life

of ciglife

and make the final

most unpleasant.
other positive benefits.

an antidepressant.
The latest evidence on alcohol

amount

may have

no

daily has

positive ones, but

that begins to take

It

its toll.

is

that a

and
any more than
ill

effects

Sleep

is

clearly

an essential, but researchers still aren't sure
why. As for breakfast it sounds logical
enough, but the scientific evidence isn't in.
Feeling better and living longer aren't
the only advantages medical self-care brings

—

with it There's a financial angle, too. Activated patients, armed with knowledge of
the difference between

minor and major

save the expense of unneeded visits to
doctors. And over the long term, paying
attention to preventive medicine reduces
ills,

the likelihood of serious (and expensive)

diseases caused by bad habits. But perhaps
the biggest benefit is the pyschological

—

boost of being self-reliant
of relieving the
nagging worry that what ails you might be
the start of something big

and serious

Is

it

whooping cough or simple congestion?
Angina or heartburn? As an activated
patient, you'll know— and can do whatev-

Don Akchin

resource guides.

Corporation.

10

five years

among

$2.50 each. Each issue has an updated list
of self-care classes across the nation, in
addition to articles, book reviews and

in

including

promotes blood circulation, respiration
and muscle tone, and also seems to act as

small

•

book provides

ills,

Exercise appears to help control heart

Bookshelf
One way

a host of other

arettes daily for 30 years will reduce

years of

The Activated

indicted

Smoking two packs

expectancy by

in the future.

life-

active role doesn't stop with

health

shortener

• Eating breakfast daily

recommended

promote long

chemicals.

are:

• Getting 7 or 8 hours" sleep per night

Either
it

time set of weighty respon-

The

reported

• Drinking moderately or abstaining

ills

problems are overwhelming,
and there's only so much a doctor can do if
he sees a patient for 20 minutes every six
months," says an intern in family practice.
"Patients have got to start taking a certain

sibilities.

who

line.

• Not

why most of the leadmovement are doctors.

The promise

seven favor-

three.

too. "Health

^

than those

and so on down the

see increased self-care as their gain,

amount of

all

People over
75 years old who followed all seven habits
were in about as good health as people
aged 35 to 44 who followed fewer than

six,"

This helps explain
ers of the self-care

reported

1

ailments.

Doctors cannot cure patients of these
without their active cooperation.

They

who

• Eating regular

This disappoints

Life Styles
H'hy these habits and attitudes

—

years (and
expectancy an average of
as much as 14). Breslow and Belloc isolated
seven habits. "In every age group," they

trolling

Key Facts
About Healthier

er's

appropriate.
is

a senior writer for 13-JO
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Barbara Allen

A Hundred Mile Runner
When Bobbie Allen
It!

says she Is "hooked on running," she means
The 34-year-old RIchmonder enjoys running so much that she

Barbara Allen was born and grew up in Roanoke. She attended
Longwood, graduating with a B.S. degree in biology in 1966.
While a student, she was a member of Alpha Kappa Gamma,
Alpha Sigma Tau sorority, CHI, the varsity archery team, president of the Athletic Association, and participated in most intramural sports. After graduation, she went to work for A. H. Robins
pharmaceutical firm in Richmond where she is now a photogra-

was one of forty-two hardy souls who accepted the challenge of the
Old Dominion 100-Mile Endurance Race, held in June. Bobbie
was one of the twenty runners who completed the 100-mile crosscountry course, the second woman in the United States to complete this distance. She established an unofficial national women's
record of 22 hours, 13 minutes, and 29 seconds.
The 100-Mile Endurance Race was held for the first time this
year in conjunction with the 100-Mile Endurance Ride, a horseback riding event that the Old Dominion Riders Club has spon-

pher, doing medical, industrial, and graphic arts photography.
She began running, up to one-and-a-half miles a couple of times
a week, to stay in shape for skiing and racquet-ball. When the Rich-

mond Newspaper announced

the Richmond Marathon in April
1978, shedecided to try it. She trained for six months and won the
Women's Division of the Richmond Marathon with a time of 3
hours, 15 minutes, 40 seconds. She came in fourth in the
Charlotte Marathon in December and then was off to Boston
where she was the 104th woman finisher out of 500 with a time of
3:12:29. She has also run a number of shorter races, including the
Virginia 10-Miler in Lynchburg, the Williamsburg Half Marathon,
the Vinton Dogwood Festival lOK, Roanoke Festival in the Park
lOK, and the Longwood-Hampden-Sydney Minithon lOK.
Bobbie has some practical and succinct advice for other runners
or would-be runners. First, and most important, purchase a good
pair of running shoes. Run for at least fifteen minutes at a time,
slowly enough so that you can carry on a conversation comfortably. Find a friend to run with part of the time. Keep a record of
how far and how long you run each day in order to see improvement over a period of time. Don't try to go faster every day. Supplement your program with bent knee sit-ups and exercises that
stretch the muscles. Keep at it regularly for a one to two month
period before giving up it does get easier!
Since running is one of the "in" things to do, the benefits are
generally well known. The physical ones include cardio-vascular
fitness, weight loss as long as calorie intake doesn't increase, improved muscle tone, and.a big boost in general energy levels. To
Bobbie, however, the best benefits from running are the mental
ones. "It produces a good feeling of relaxation, relieves stress and
depression, gives a feeling of self-confidence, self-reliance, and
self-awareness," she says.
Bobbie believes that life, except for a few necessary responsibilities, should not be taken too seriously. "I think everyone needs
play periods and diversions from everyday life," she says, "and
running can fulfill this need." Would she attempt the 100-mile
course again? "If they have the race again next year, I'll probably
have to do it again," she says. "To me, it is the absolute ultimate

sored since 1973. The forty-two runners left Leesburg, Virginia, at
4:00 a.m. on June 9. The race course was west across the Blue
Ridge Mountains, down to the Shenandoah River, and back across
the mountains to Leesburg, traversing all types of terrain from a
small amount of hard surface roads to difficult mountain paths,
wheat and corn fields, bogs, and rivers.
The object of the race was to finish the 100 miles in under thirty
hours, or preferably, in under twenty-four hours, for which a silver
belt buckle was awarded. The race committee provided water stations at five-mile intervals along the course and three medical stations where each runner's weight and overall condition were
checked. (If the runner has lost ten percent of his body weight he
can be disqualified.)
In the weeks prior to the race, Bobbie says that she felt "very apprehensive and respectful of the 100-mile distance." She trained
with John Bates, a friend who is a physical fitness coordinator for
Blue Cross-Blue Shield. Their training schedule included a
number of twenty to forty-mile runs on different types of terrain.
The method they found most effective was to jog for fifteen
minutes and walk five minutes, to walk up hills and run down hills.
They decided to attempt the race with the attitude that it was to be

—

a "party day."

Once the run began, Bobbie discovered that it "really was fun."
At each five-mile station, her pit crew was waiting with food,
and encouragement.
were periods of fatigue, muscle soreness,
blisters, and difficulties with the 94-degree heat and humidity but
insists that these things were transient and offset by the beautiful
countryside and the companionship of enjoyable people. She has
"many good memories of joking and laughing on the trails, of
passing through quaint towns and by mansions and lovely old
drinks, clothes (particularly clean socks),

She admits

that there

homes in

the country, of taking a cool dip in the Shenandoah River
during the heat of the day, of running alone at night feeling completely happy and whistling back to the whip-poor-wills, and of
finding that had the strength to push through the fatigue periods,
get new winds, and finish in one piece."
Why does a woman decide to run the 100 miles? Certainly not
for a silver belt buckle! Bobbie says that it was "a mountain to be
climbed, a challenge, a chance to experience pushing beyond my
known limits under safe, structured conditions." She also hoped
to boost long-distance running for women. "It is disappointing,
frustrating, and irritating that the Olympics have no distance
event over 3000M for women, Bobbie says. She believes this is
due to the old-fashioned viewpoint of the Olympic Committee that
women are unsuitable for running long distances.
"It is my contention and experience," Bobbie says, "that women
may be better adapted than men for the endurance of the longer
runs." Whether this is due to hormonal and metabolic differences,
a lighter body structure, a higher percentage and use of body fat,
or some other factor or combination of factors has not been
proven. In the 100-mile run, Bobbie says that she never experienced the sharp drop in energy levels as the male runners seemed
to. (Her friend, John Bates, dropped out after eighty-three miles.)
"If the ability to walk the next day was any indication of the toll 1 00
miles takes on the body,
paid far less than my male
counterparts," she says.

jog!"

I

"

I

Bobbie Allen, a

11

1

966 graduate,

trains for her

100

mile run.

The Art Department Sponsors
an Unusual Day Camp
by Jackie

Wall, Instructor

J. P.
At a casual glance, Ridgeway Day

seemed

Camp must have

For quite some time had been increasingly concerned with what perceived to be a lack of sensitivity
among children to environmental quality of all kinds.
So with the support and help of Miss Barbara Bishop,
Chairman of the Art Department, and approval of Dr.
Robert Lehman, Director of Summer Session,
established a program that thought would be educational and enjoyable for preadolescents and yet one
that would encourage aesthetic feelings not only in
regard to natural environments but also to human environments. Harmony within and without each of us
was to be the central theme of the program with harmonious interaction needed for the balance and
order that promotes constructive individual growth,
meaning, and even survival itself.
While seeking a concrete or experiential structure
with which to give practicality to such intangible
1

camps that are
country each summer.

similar to the hundreds of day

Summer

1

I

I

Sessions.

While there were the usual activities such as camping, swimming, games, and the arts, the entire experience was based upon a premise unusual for times
that seem to place such value on measurable academic and physical skills. This premise was voiced
succinctly by Chief Luther Standing Bear many years
ago as he witnessed the destruction of his civilization
by people of an alien philosophy: "The old Lakota
was wise. He knew that man's heart away from nature
becomes hard; he knew that lack of respect for growing, living things soon led to lack of respect for
humans too. So he kept his youth close to its softening influence."' It was a statement that galvanized
my thinking and provided the springboard for all that

was

to

Director,

Wynne Campus School

held for children all over the
Closer examination, however, would have revealed
that here indeed was something different. It was so
different, in fact, that the college workshop of which
the camp was a part won an Innovative Programming
Award for 1978 from the North American Association of

and Art

goals, came to the decision that the American Indian philosophy of intrinsic oneness with the environment would be our best vehicle for structuring the
program. From this philosophical core all experiences and activities could radiate and interrelate, as
do the points of the "Medicine Wheel," our symbol
for each person's search through life's journey to become wise, whole, and in complete harmony.
1

come.

Through an interdisciplinary approach to the arts,
based upon archetypal and environmental concepts,
the campers (indeed all of us) were to be helped to
make connections between their inner feelings, their
outer actions, and the interrelationship and interdependency of all things. Response to different
facets of the environment were to be stimulated by

movement and
language arts, while camping skills and a rotating
system of chores were to help us live comfortably in a
activities in visual art, music, creative

primitive place

in

nature.

The experience was conducted

in an extensive natfrom the College. The location
provided a rough open-sided shelter, fresh water and
primitive toilet facilities. A lake fed by fresh water
springs and a sandy beach enabled swimming, fishing and canoeing to be offered every afternoon.
Games, ceremonies and creative movement took
place on trimmed grassy meadows that were everywhere surrounded by ancient hardwood forests. We
spent two nights sleeping under the stars with pine
trees forming our roof and the needles cushioning

ural setting five miles

Campers rehearse

mony

creatiue

movement expressions of
Day" program.

har-

as they prepare for the "Parents

our sleeping bags.

12

1

and three consultants gave
of sunlight blue-printing,

their services in the areas

American Indian philoso-

phy, and primitive clay firing.
Education that provides experiences with deep
meaning for children must concern itself with man's

the environment and his aesthetic response
Without aesthetic response and the ethical
awareness that results, life suffers from a lack of
richness, direction, and fulfillment. Results of
evaluations from campers, parents, and staff alike indicated overwhelmingly positive responses, not only

place
to

in

it.

quality of the program but also for the
changes that had occurred in everyone connected
with the experience. The changes were particularly
evident in the campers whose artistic endeavors
assumed increasingly sensitive and expressive
qualities. The most startling changes of all occurred
for the

in

children

who came

to

camp

cynical, intolerant, or

They left it with
and unselfishness.
While there are many outdoor programs for

indifferent to the feelings of others.

dance specialist, and Joseph Hendley grill
hotdogs on tin can stoves while other staff members and
campers hustle around the shelter in preparation for lunch.
Noelle Price,

new and open

left,

attitudes of caring

children, there are few,

if

any, that set out to develop

and ethical values. The harmony that
resulted from the approach we used was so tangible
that visitors were amazed at the spirit that pervaded
the camp. How fine it would be if only these qualities
could somehow permeate our daily lives removed
from the benefices of nature and even invade instituaesthetic

The program operated on two levels. First it was a
workshop offered to college

five-week, six-credit art

undergraduates who enrolled as aides while gaining
and experience in an interdisciplinary approach to education. Second, it included a threeweek day camp for 25 local children representing all
schools in the county, grades 4-8. The camp provided the practicum experience for the four college students who enrolled. The workshop was conducted by
three regular Longwood College faculty members.
Cathy McCanless supervised the music activities,
Moelle Price, the dance, and served as camp director
skills

tionalized education!

Working with nature

We

blend

in ivith

harmony.
Then we can

the ivorld

In

live in

peace

I

On

art specialist. A recent Hampden-Sydney graduate was the swimming/camping/games instructor.

and

Earth.

by Monica Addleman, Age

The Medicine Wheel, augmented here with dance shields and
lummi sticks, provided the spiritual structure for the
Ridgeway Day Camp curriculum.

Drawing leaves leads campers
tural qualities of veins that give

13

1

examine the
form and sustenance.

to closely

struc-

LONGWOOD COLLEGE CALENDAR
1979-80
FIRST

SEMESTER

August
October

Friday

Opening

Wednesday

Classes begin.

5
15

Friday

Fall

Monday

Classes resume.

27
17

21

26

December

1979

24
29

26-27

November

—

7,8,9

date.

Break begins

after classes.

Friday and

Saturday
Saturday
Saturday

Oktoberfest.

Alumni

Fall Council.

Sully Banquet.

Wednesday
Monday

Classes resume.

Friday

Renaissance Dinner.

Thanksgiving Holiday begins.

Saturday

Sunday

SECOND SEMESTER

—

1980

January

16

Wednesday

Classes begin.

March

15

Saturday

Alumni Spring Council.
Spring Break begins after

April

May

21

Friday

2
12
19
2
8

Wednesday

17

classes.

Classes resume.
Spring Weekend.

Saturday
Saturday

Founders Day.
Examinations begin.
Examinations end.

Friday

Thursday
Saturday

Commencement.

Georges Comer

Peace of Mind
A

for

$40 and 30 Minutes
AN EXAMPLE:

mine was recently concerned
about his family and their well-being after his
death. Mot only did he support his immediate
family, but also his sister. He also had several
favorite projects he supported. What would happen to these at his death? encouraged him to

the

Town

Later he thanked

two

lots

friend of

Miss Leiia E. Robertson, Class of 1912, is one
of an alumna providing continued support of Longwood through her will. She made a
bequest of $10,000 and two parcels of land in

example

I

consult a lawyer about a

will.

me for my encouragement.

For only $40 and 30
minutes of time, he had had a will written. Now
his family, sister, and favorite projects would
continue to receive needed financial assistance.
hope you will take this same encouragement
to provide for your family and your favorite pro-

sists

One

parcel consists of

decision as to the utilization of these parcels will
be made next year. Miss Robertson had supported Longwood throughout her life and en-

sured that this support would be continued after
her death.
If you would like information on wills and/or
including Longwood College in your will, please
contact the Office of College Relations, Long-

1

Longwood College. Longwood's
her students as her past is her alumni.
Her future will be brighter with support from her
alumni.

jects, including

future

of Farmville.

on Second Avenue, and the other conof 15-plus acres at the end of High Street. A

is

wood

14

College, Farmville,

VA

23901.

Chapter News
Scholarships Awarded

Old Dominion Days
The public and

Eleven chapters gave scholarships to students this academic year. The students,
their families, and the College appreciate
this support from the Appomattox, Baltimore, Chesapeake-Portsmouth, Dinwiddle,
Farmville, Loudoun County, Lynchburg,
Richmond, Roanoke, Ruffner, and Suffolk

and universities

in Virginia have joined together to sponsor Old Dominion Days. Each
school has alumni scattered across
America. In some areas none of the schools
have enough alumni to form their own chapter. By sponsoring Old Dominion Days,
alumni from all Virginia schools are able to
get together to remember their Virginia
school days.
The latest Old Dominion Day was held
this summer for Michigan and Northern
Ohio alumni. Eighty-six alumni, including
seven from Longwood, joined together for a
picnic at Qrosse Pointe Woods, Michigan.
Seventeen schools were represented. Those
attending heartily endorsed the idea of making Old Dominion Day an annual event.

Chapters.

Emergency Assistance
the past year, two chapters of the Longwood College Alumni Association have offered assistance to Longwood students
In

whose

families have had

emergency

private four-year colleges

finan-

cial situations.

The William Henry Ruffner Chapter in
Lexington, VA contributed to a special fund
to assist Donna Leighton with summer
school expenses after her family's home was
destroyed by fire. Donna is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. John Leighton. Mrs. Leighton,
the former Ruby Whiteside, is a Longwood
graduate, Class of '63, and is an active member of the Ruffner Chapter of the Alumni
Association.
The Suffolk Chapter has assisted two Suf-

Cookies, Cookies, Cookies
The Richmond and Appomattox Chapters
sponsored a cookie bake for Longwood students from their area. They asked their
chapter members to increase their Christmas cookie recipes. Cookies were gathered
all the cooks and packaged in bags.
or three alumni brought the bags to
Farmville to be distributed to the students
from their area. Over 300 students received

from

Lucy Peachy and Ashley
Peachy, with college expenses after their
father suffered serious injury in an accident.
Over $2,300 has been contributed through

Two

the chapter to aid the girls, who are twins,
with tuition, room and board.
Both chapter scholarship funds were coordinated by the Longwood College Alumni

If you are willing
bake
some
extra
cookies,
contact your
to
local chapter president about your chapter

folk

students,

these goodie bags

last

year during

prior to Christmas holiday.

sponsoring a cookie bake.

Office.

Dinner/Dance
The Peninsula Chapter held

second annual Dinner/Dance this fall. Members and
their spouses or guests met for dinner and
its

good conversation; then joined other guests
for a dance.

15

exams

A Message from
Sandra Stallings
National President of Alumni Association

Dear Alumni:
Each time hear the name Longwood College mentioned, am taken
back to my years on campus. Like many of you, have some very good
memories all of them colored by the atmosphere that was so uniquely
Longwood's.
Now, when return to campus and notice the pride of the students in
their college, know that those things which felt are still being experienced
by the students today.
As alumni, feel we have a tremendous responsibility to keep up with
the Longwood of today. Sharing memories from the past is a wonderful
testimony to the College, but sharing Longwood 1979-80 is one of the ways
we can recognize our potential as alumni. Ifwetruly want to see our college
maintain the position it has earned, then we must do our part by helping to
bring to the college students who will strengthen the base that is there.
Whether we realize it or not, each time we speak about Longwood, we
are potential recruiters. Because of this, want to encourage all of you to
visit Longwood and learn about the marvelous things that are going on. In
particular, you might consider taking advantage of these planned events
1

I

1

—

I

1

1

1

1

during the coming year:
Once known as Circus, this
1. Oktoberfest (October 26 and 27)
weekend, specifically designed for the students, still offers skits, a
midway, and lots of color competition.
Open to everyone,
2. Renaissance Dinner (December 7, 8, and 9)
this dinner and program, presented by the Music Department,
welcome the Christmas season in true medieval style.
Previously known as May Day, this
3. Spring Weekend (April 12)
time is designated as an Open House for prospective students and

—

—

—

their parents.
4.

Founders Day

(April 19)

—

This exciting day

is

the traditional

gathering for alumni.

hope all of you will find sometime in the coming year to return to
Longwood. thank you for your time and look forward to working with you
1

1

for the

growth of our Association.
Sincerely,

Sandra Petersen Stallings '70
National Alumni President
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Distinguished Alumni Awards: Service
Procedures to be Followed for the Selection of
Distinguished Alumni Service

Award

The

7.

criteria and procedures for the selection of recipients and the membership of the Alumni Awards Committee shall
be published in the fall issue of the alumni magazine and in appropriate issues of the alumni newspaper. Nominations
shall be solicited at that time.
The National President of the Alumni Association appoints the members of the Committee. The Committee shall consist of the Director of Alumni Services, one Executive Board member, and three additional members. The Director of
Alumni Services serves on the Committee as long as she is in that capacity. Other Committee members are appointed
for one year, and they may be reappointed for one additional year. Former recipients of the Distinguished Alumni Service Award are not eligible for appointment to this Committee.
Nominations may be made by any alumni, faculty or staff member, or community member.
Nominations must be submitted in writing by June 1 to any member of the Committee.
The individual nominating shall submit in writing a biography listing the qualifications of the nominee, his or her own
letter supporting the nomination, and two additional letters of reference, one of which shall be a character reference.
One or more recipients may be chosen annually.
At least one meeting of the Alumni Awards Committee shall be held to select the recipient(s). More may be held if

8.

The selection(s) of the Committee shall be proposed to the Executive Board of the Alumni Association at

1

2.

3.
4.
5.

6.

necessary.
its fall

meeting

for the final decision.
If the Executive Board rejects the choice(s) of the Committee, the Committee must be called together again to select
another nominee to be presented to the Board for their consideration. In any case, the final decision regarding the selection of recipients for the Distinguished Alumni Service Award rests with the Executive Board of the Alumni Association.
10. The award shall be presented at the annual Founders Day.
1 1
Alumni rendering service to Longwood College should not be excluded from nomination for the Distinguished Alumni
Service Award. These individuals should not be penalized for service to Longwood College. However, their nomination
should be based on outstanding service beyond that required in their normal capacity for the College.
12. Alumni who are members of the Executive Board of the Alumni Association should be excluded from nomination for the
Distinguished Alumni Service Award for the period of time they are in office.
13. Preference should be given to nominees from the reunion year classes, if any exists.

9.

Criteria for Selection
1

of Distinguished Alumni Service

Award

have spent at least two academic years at Longwood College, or have been the recipient of a bachdegree from this institution. Both male and female alumni are eligible.
The nominee should have left or been graduated from the College for a minimum of 1 5 years. Exceptions might be made
to this criterion in special circumstances.
The alumnus has to have rendered or is rendering outstanding service in either or both of the following ways:
a. In his or her chosen field
humanities, social and physical sciences, academic and business.
b. In community or public service with a genuine concern for the betterment of the human condition. Recommendation
of this service should be given by his or her community, state or nation.
The honor may be bestowed posthumously as well as to living alumni.
Participation in alumni activities is not a prerequisite for selection, however, some indication of continued loyalty
should be present.

The nominee has

to

elor's or master's

2.

3.

—

4.
5.

Distinguished Alumni Service
The Distinguished Alumni Service Award was begun
Miss Etta Rose Bailey 1
1 970
'

Duvahl Ridgway-Hull '33
Mrs. Jean Ridenour Appich '52

i

n

Miss Frances E. Hudgins

Dr.

1971

1972

Mrs. Maria Bristow Starke 1
Mrs. Jane Royall Phlegar '33
Mrs. Rosemary Elam Pritchard '44

1973

1975

'

1976
1977

Mrs. Florence Boston Decker '13

Miss Alma Hunt '29 & '41
Mrs. Caroline Eason Roberts '42
Mrs. Virginia Potts Redhead '27
Miss Lois Virginia Cox '33
Mrs. Evelyn Moore Coleman '48
Miss Helen Page Warriner '56

Award Winners

March 1970 and has been awarded each Founders Day.
1974
Miss Winnie V.Hiner 13

1978
1979

17

Miss Julia B.Mahood '20
Miss Jeane L. Bentley '48

'41

&

'41

Miss Bessie M. Mottley '27 (posthumously)

Miss Lucile Walton '25
Miss N. Margaret Walton '29 (posthumously)
Mrs. Fay Greenland Campbell'SS
Dr. Elizabeth

Burger Jackson '34

..
.

Distinguished Alumni Awards:
Community Service
Procedures to be Followed for the Selection of
Distinguished Alumni

Community

Service

Award

7.

criteria and procedures for the selection of recipients and the membership of the Alumni Awards Committee shall
be published in the fall issue of the alumni magazine and in appropriate issues of the alumni newspaper. Nominations
shall be solicited at that time.
The National President of the Alumni Association appoints the members of the Committee. The Committee shall consist of the Director of Alumni Services, one Executive Board member, and three additional members. Committee
members are appointed for one year, and they may be reappointed for one additional year,
Nominations may be made by any alumni, faculty or staff member, or community member.
Nominations must be submitted in writing by June 1 to any member of the Committee.
The individual nominating shall submit in writing the qualifications of the nominee. Two additional letters of reference
from either alumni or non-alumni shall be required.
One or more recipients may be chosen annually.
At least one meeting of the Alumni Awards Committee shall be held to select the recipient(s). More may be held if

8.

The selection{s) of the Committee shall be proposed

1

2.

3.
4.

5
6.

The

necessary.
to the Executive

Board of the Alumni Association

at its fall

meeting

for final approval.
9.

If the Executive Board rejects the choice(s) of the Committee, the Committee must be called together again to select
another nominee to be presented to the Board for their consideration. In any case, the final decision regarding the selection of recipients for the Distinguished Alumni Community Service Award rests with the Executive Board of the Alumni

10.

The award shall be presented at the annual Founders Day.
Alumni rendering service to Longwood College should not be excluded from nomination for the Distinguished Alumni
Community Service Award. These individuals should not be penalized for service to Longwood College. However, their
nomination should be based on outstanding service beyond that required in their normal capacity for the College.
Alumni who are members of the Executive Board of the Alumni Association should be excluded from nomination for the
Distinguished Alumni Community Service Award for the period of time they are in office.

Association.

1 1

12.

Criteria for Selection
1

2.

3.

4.

of Distinguished Alumni

Community

Service

Award

have spent at least two academic years at Longwood College, or have been the recipient of a bachelor's or master's degree from this institution. Both male and female alumni are eligible.
The alumnus has to have rendered or is rendering outstanding community or public service with a genuine concern for
the betterment of the human condition. Recommendation for this award should be given by his or her community.
The honor may be bestowed posthumously as well as to living alumni.
Participation in alumni activities is not a prerequisite for selection, however, some indication of continued loyalty
should be present.

The nominee has

to

Distinguished Alumni

Community

Service

Award Winners

The Distinguished Alumni Community Service Award was begun
1979 Mrs. Virginia Vincent

18

Saffelle '27

in April

1979.

Longwood Shopper
Order our own college or a traditional view
any four year American college.
Medical and law schools, too.
of

A gift to yourself can
now be a

gift to

our college as

We

handsome pieces: the Mirror ($87), the Picture ($60) and the
Each piece includes a hand-painted scene on the reverse side
glass by Eglomise Designs of Boston.
present three

Desk Box
of

well.

($85).

The Mirror (15x26) and the Picture (10x15) are framed in wood and
silver tones. The Desk Box (12x7x2) is walnut with brass fittings.

leafed in

A substantial part of your purchase price goes directly to our college.
To

order, specify your choice of college in either the Mirror, Picture or

forget your address and Zip Code. That's

Desk Box. Don't

it!

Make check payable to:
Alumni Association

Longwood
Farmville,

ADD

$2.00

College
23901

VA

FOR SHIPPING CHARGES

•

RESIDENTS OF VA ONLY ADD SALES TAX
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Longwood

College

Notepaper

Longwood
College

Mace Pin
%<. ^«t..«^, t,.,^.^^ CM*^, 3k^n.>HU,

A beautifully designed two-inch pewter pin of
the official College ceremonial mace.

Vlj^

20 single folded sheets
with 20 envelopes

The

mace, designed in the form of a lily, was presented to the College by Zeta Tau Alpha in
1974. The 38-inch mace, designed by Stanley
Lechtzin, cost $2500.

for only
fVa. residents

$1.20

must add

5<:

Sales Tax)

Please add 25C for handling and shipping. Send
your order to Alumni Association, Longwood College, Farmville, VA 23901.

3K

$8.00, which includes
Va. Sales Tax and postage

The Longwood College

Alumni Cookbook

Longwood College
Chairs

253 pages

of recipes,
plus

Satin lacquer black finish
with gold trim
Available with
college

40 pages

silk- screened

emblem

of helpful hints

$4.33

or seal,

.17 (Sales

gold only.

Tax

for Va. residents)

$4.50

BOSTON ROCKER — $70.00
BLACK ARM CAPTAIN'S CHAIR — $75.00
CHERRY ARM CAPTAIN'S CHAIR — $80.00
DECK CHAIR— $40.00
(Va. Residents must add 4% Sales Tax)

Please add 50C for postage and handling.

Send orders

to:

Longwood College Alumni Association
Longwood College
Farmville, VA 23901

These prices do not include shipping charges from
North Carolina. Contact the Alumni Office,
Longwood College, Farmville, VA 23901, if you
would like more information about ordering these

Counted Cross-Stitch
The counted

chairs.

cross-stitch

l<its

include a 14" x 14"

piece of material, a needle, thread, graph, and instructions. Graphs alone may also be purchased.

1978 Longwood College

College Seal Kit
$8.00 plus $.32 Sales Tax for Va. residents

Alumni Directory

A

Listing of

all

Lancer

on the Mailing

Emblem

$8.00 plus $.32 Sales Tax

Alumni

Kit

for Va. residents

College Seal Graph

List

$2.00 plus $.08 Sales Tax for Va. residents

For information contact:

Lancer

Emblem Graph

$2.00 plus $.08 Sales Tax for Va. residents

Longwood College Alumni Association
Longwood College
Farmville, VA 23901

Please add SOi for postage
and handling for each order.
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Alumni Council 1979-80
Officers of the

Alumni Association

President

Sandra Petersen '70

Sue Davis

Mrs. C.

Wayne Stallings
6846 Silver Ann Drive
Lorton, VA 22079

Mrs. Ralph P. Breeding, Jr.
4257 Fort Avenue

First Vice President
Miss Linda A. Gill '74

Cornelia Dickinson '27
Mrs. Cornelia D. Nuckols

3515 Stuart Ave., Apt. 302
Richmond, VA 23221

Charlottesville,

'48

Lynchburg,

Route

8,

Class Secretaries
Class of 1976
Miss Rachel E. Jolly
4132 Avenham Avenue, S.W.

VA 24502

Apt.

8H

Roanoke,

VA 24014

Miss Maureen A, Ryan

2825D

Box 35

VA 22901

Hilliard Road
Richmond. VA 23228

Class of 1978
Miss Elizabeth M. Barch
473 Harcourt Place
Newport News, VA 23602
Catherine Hite
Mrs. Catherine H. Benson
1861 S. HasterSt.
Apt, 74

Anaheim,

Second Vice President
Carol Stoops '50
Mrs. Earl G. Droessler

3003 Van Ness St., H.W.
South W 206
Washington, DC 20008
Director of Alumni Services

Nancy Britton

'68

Mrs. Robert S. Shelton

Longwood College
Farmville.VA 23901
Eight Directors
Caroline Bargamin '42 dip.,

65M.A.
Mrs. Richard P.Clark

2200 Longwood Road
Lynchburg, VA 24503

Ann Crowder

CA 92802

J.

Julie Glass '67

Mrs. Michael W. Paulette
2731 East Brigstock Road
Midlothian, VA 231 13

Class of 1977
Miss Ellen Cassada
Tanglewylde Apts. 6-F
South Boston, VA 24592

Class of 1979
Miss Toni A. Ayers

Mr. Vinson R.Harris '74 M.S.

Miss Roxann Fox

Miss Kathryn M. Bique

1206 Meadowbrook Lane
South Hill, VA 23970

lOlOB nth Street
AltaVista, VA 24517

4104 Windsor Gate Place
Virginia Beach, VA 23452

Charlotte Newell '50
Mrs. Ernest J. Phillips, Jr.

Miss Susann Fletcher
c/o Smith, 6821 Greenvale Drive

103 Mohawk Road
Hampton, VA 23669

Richmond. VA 23225

Miss Susan A. Delong
86 Summercrest Ave., Apt. 83
Waynesboro, VA 22980

Elaine Snead
Mrs. Ronald W.

Compton

4609Cogbill Road
Richmond, VA 23234

'53

Mrs. Donald E. Vickstrom
2404 Poates Drive

Richmond,

Sue Scarborough
Mrs. Sue S. Royster
1456 Garwood Avenue
Virginia Beach, V A 23455

MissCecille A. Fix '74 B.S.,
'77 M.S.
206'/2 Rosedale Avenue
Covington, VA 24426

Miss Rhonda Knight

8312-32 Tobin Road
Annandale, VA 22003

5316 Eden Avenue. S.W.
Roanoke, VA 24014

Miss V. Ann Johnson
913 Westview Drive
Lynchburg, VA 24502

VA 23228

Presidents of Alumni Chapters
AltaVista Chapter

Margaret Jackson '72
Mrs. Henry E. Bennett
P.O. Box 7

VA 24588

Rustburg,

Richmond Chapter

Mrs. Carl Craig

Mecklenburg Chapter
Robin Glascock '74
Mrs. W. R. Richardson

O. Box 283
Dinwiddle, VA 23841

Box 719

Richmond, Va 23221

Clarksville,

Dinwiddle Chapter
Anita Arrington '77
P.

Appomattox Chapter
Winifred Lee Agee '77
Mrs. Edward E. Agee

Cathy Overby '74
Mrs. John H. McCanless,

Route 4

P.

Appomattox, VA 24522

Farmville.VA 23901

Farmvliie Chapter
Jr.

O. Box 324

Charlotte Chapter

Hopewell Chapter

Orgain '49
Mrs. Harry Smith
5601 Charing Place
Charlotte, NC 28211

Miss Deborah E. Marks '74
P. O. Box 981

Anne

C.

Chester,
isle of

Charlottesville Chapter
Frances Rosenkrans '58x
Mrs. C. F. Witt, Jr.

Route

Box 514
VA 22932

3,

Crozet,

Chesapeake-Portsmouth
Chapter
Edith Ward '60
Mrs. James L, Byrum, Jr.
625 Rock Drive

Chesapeake,

VA 23323

Danville Chapter

Miss
1

Wanda Parsons

'74

VA 23831

Wight Chapter

Miss Bonnie L. Drewery
1 1 IB Forest Pine Apts.
Franklin,

VA 23851

Loudoun County Chapter
Jane Crute '58
Mrs. A, G. Sowards
244 Prospect Drive
Leesburg.

VA 22075

Lynchburg Chapter
Sue Davis '48
Mrs. Ralph P. Breeding, Jr.
4257 Fort Avenue

Lynchburg,

VA 24502

15 Sunset Drive

Danville,

VA 24541

Martinsville Chapter
Miss Elizabeth A. Durham '78
P.

O. Box 127

Ridgeway,

VA 24148

VA 23927

liew River Valley Chapter
Janet Worthy '76
Mrs. Robert W. Loveless

Foxridge Apt. 2200E
Blacksburg, VA 24060

Northern Virginia Chapter
Margaret Miller 56 B.S,,
'76 M. A.
Mrs. Margaret M. Quinn
4000 Rose Lane
Annandale. VA 22003
Peninsula Chapter
Sue Crocker '41
Mrs. Benjamin F Jones
12 Quillen Terrace

Newport News, VA 23606
Polly

Hawkins

Guy

'51

Jarrett

3405 White Oak Road
Raleigh, NC 27609

Rappahannock Chapter
Martha

F.

Webb

Roanoke Chapter
'71

Bonnie Bowers

Mrs. W. B. Kling. Jr.
2913 Lofton Road

Roanoke,

VA 24018

Rocky Mount Chapter
P. Jolene Brown '72
Mrs. Jo B. Foley
6. Box 245A
Rocky Mount, VA 24151

Route

Ruffner Chapter
Catherine Wilbourn '33, 56
Mrs. Glenn E. Eggleston
Route 1. Box 58N
Lexington, VA 24450
Suffolk Chapter

Anne Joyner

'51

Mrs. Charles F. Darden

Raleigh Chapter
Mrs. W,

Miss Linda A.Gill '74
3515 Stuart Ave., Apt. 302

'47

Mrs, Robert B. Delano
Route 3

Warsaw, VA 22572

3500 Labrador Lane
VA 23434

Suffolk,

Williamsburg Chapter
Virginia "Suzie Bowie '50
Mrs. Gardiner T. Brooks
"

Box GT
Williamsburg,

VA 23185
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Now Send Us Your Sons!
You have always sent us your daughters and granddaughters. Now, Longwood Is a coeducational institution and we need your sons, as well as your daughters. Attached is a card
which your son or daughter can return to the Admissions Office for further information. If you
don't have any college-bound students, please feel free to pass the card on to your granddaughter, grandson, niece, or nephew.
I

am

referring to

Longwood:

Name
Address
City

State

Telephone
Parents

Name

__i

1

Name

of High School

Year of High School Graduation

Area of Interest

Signed

Zip

